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What to expectfrom
2022; Brexit, ayear ofl;
Desmond Tutt t's legacy
We look forward and back in this, our final edition
ofzozl. From page 19 onwards, our longstanding
foreign affairs commentator Simon Tisdall offers his
perspective on what to expectin2o22,ayear that appears
fraught with problems on almost every fiont. There's
also consideration ofprospects for the environment,
technology and space exploration.

Then, from page 33, you'll find cultural reflections on
the year drawing to a close, with agency photographers of
the year, memories of those we lost, and critics' picks of
the best fllm, music and more.
2022: the year ahead Page r9 )
2019: the year in reviewPage33 )

Ayear ago, Britain formallyexitedthe European Union in
one of the most traumatic and divisive political acts in the
nation's history. For our big story this week, the Observer's
political and economics experts consider the beneflts - or
otherwise - of "taking back control",
ThebigstoryPagero )

The passing of the anti-apartheid icon Desmond Tutu, at
the age of 90, sparked aweekof mourningin SouthAfrica
and heartfelt tributes from around the world. From Cape

Town, Jason Burke reflects on the legacy of the man who
coined the term "rainbow nation", and who bore a moral
authority equalled by few others.
SpotlightPagerS+

As data trickles in, scientists, epidemiologists and
governments have been grappling with how to respond
to the fast-spreading Omicron Covid variant. Robin McKie
looks at what we know so far
SpotlightPdgelT)

On the cover
From continent to continent, the ctimate,
pandemic and tensions between states means

the year ahead is likety to be as tumultuous as

the 12 months about to end. As Simon Tisdatl

writes: "At[ in a[[, for most people on Earth - and

a handful in space -2022 wilt be another year of
Iiving dangerousty."
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